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Executive Summary
The Federal Communications Commission issued a report in 2011 concluding that accountability reporting, 
especially at the local level, has contracted dramatically, with potentially grave consequences for communities, 
government responsiveness, and democracy.1 Moreover, it determined that nonprofit media needs to play an 
increasingly significant role to help meet the educational needs of citizens. Finally, it found that there was con-
fusion about the IRS approach to nonprofit media. This approach, which has not been updated for the digital 
age, risks discouraging nonprofit media innovation and undermining the odds of its success.2
The report recommended that a group of tax and journalism experts gather to study these issues more carefully 
and make recommendations for further action. Supported by a generous grant from the John S. and James L. 
Knight Foundation, the Council on Foundations convened such a group from leaders of the foundation and 
tax-exempt media world. It has been meeting for the past year. 
The group confirmed that there have indeed been lengthy delays and even rejections of tax-exempt status for 
organizations seeking to produce local news and disseminate information in the public interest, as the IRS 
applies an antiquated and counterproductive standard to a dynamic sector. The group has concluded that the 
IRS approach needs to be modernized. Specifically, in deciding whether to grant an organization tax exempt 
status, we recommend that the IRS shift its focus from operational distinctions between nonprofits and for 
profits that have been made irrelevant by developments in communications technology. Instead, the IRS should 
evaluate whether the media organization is engaged primarily in educational activities that provide a commu-
nity benefit, as opposed to advancing private interests, and whether it is organized and managed as a nonprofit 
tax-exempt organization. In this report, the group makes a series of specific recommendations that maintains 
essential distinctions between for-profit and nonprofit media yet also removes obstacles from the types of inno-
vation that are desperately needed to fill the gaps in nonprofit news, especially accountability journalism. 







Nonprofit Media Working Group Report
The American media landscape is changing rapidly. The digital age promises great opportunity, yet, the 
transition to digital communications has disrupted traditional media delivery systems. Over the past five 
years, the ranks of local, professional journalists—primarily daily newspaper journalists—have experi-
enced a historic drop. 
Echoing the concerns of previous studies3, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued a 
report last year, The Information Needs of Communities: The Changing Media Landscape in a Broadband 
Age, concluding that accountability reporting, especially at the local level, has contracted dramatically, with 
potentially grave consequences for communities, government responsiveness, and democracy. The commer-
cial news systems, heavily dependent upon advertising, are continuing to shrink even as the recession eases. 
Because self-government does not work well without a healthy flow of news and information, many players 
are attempting to address these weaknesses. Social entrepreneurs are trying new digital models. Journalism 
schools are reinventing themselves to better serve their communities by providing local digital content and 
training those who create it. Public broadcasting is using multiple distribution platforms. And citizens have 
created a variety of volunteer-based models. 
The FCC report recognized these trends and concluded that tax-exempt, nonprofit media would need to 
play an increasingly significant role. However, it found that there is confusion about the IRS’s approach to 
tax-exempt status for media, and stated that the IRS’s approach risked discouraging media innovation and 
undermining the odds of success. The FCC report recommended that a group of nonprofit tax and jour-
nalism experts gather to analyze this topic and make recommendations. Utilizing a grant from the John S. 
and James L. Knight Foundation, the Council on Foundations convened such a group from leaders of the 
foundation and nonprofit media world. The group’s members are identified in Appendix B.
The experts concurred that there have been some worrisome actions by the IRS, which flow from the 
agency’s application of an antiquated analytic approach to a very dynamic sector. For example, one provi-
sion in the IRS framework requires that “the manner in which the distribution (of nonprofit media) is 
accomplished must be distinguishable from ordinary commercial publishing practices.”  This requirement 
is inappropriate for the Internet age, in which the distribution methods for all forms of media, whether for-
profit or nonprofit – newspapers, magazines, television, radio, charitable, and private—have converged and 
may be identical. The application of an outdated regulatory framework and other IRS actions have created 
delays and uncertainty among nonprofit media organizations seeking tax-exempt status in order to facilitate 
the dissemination of important news. Though they receive less national attention than the mainstream 
outlets, these nonprofit organizations are improving news and information dissemination in communities 
across the nation and have often plugged specific, serious gaps in news coverage. 
This working group has concluded that the IRS approach needs to be updated. As applications for tax-
exempt status from media organizations are submitted to fill the void in accountability journalism, the 
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Journalism: Investigation and Reporting on Events and Issues as a Public Good
Hearings and workshops held by Congress, the FCC, the Federal Trade Commission, and numerous private 
groups all point to the declining ability of many daily newspapers to cover their communities. This waning 
coverage is driven significantly by a sharp decrease in advertising revenue. Between 2000 and 2010, total 
newspaper print advertising plummeted by more than 50 percent. This led to a reduction in the number of 
daily newspaper newsroom employees from 56,400 to 41,600—about the level of staffing before the Watergate 
scandal4. While online advertising grew by $207 million in 2011 relative to 2010, this increase did little to 
offset the lost revenue from print advertising. It plunged by $2.1 billion, yielding a ratio of losses to gains of 
about 10 to 1.5  In response, newspapers have cut staff, reduced publication schedules, and, in some cases, shut 
down. Local TV news has not been able to fill the reporting gaps.6 Yet most communities still depend upon 
these pre-existing news organizations to provide the preponderance of local news.
The FCC’s 2011 report, The Information Needs of Communities: The Changing Media Landscape in a Broadband 
Age, traced how the content of local news outlets has been affected by alterations in advertising markets, the 
technology of content delivery, and the limited ability of firms to charge for information. Local newspapers 
once offered a highly profitable bundle of information and advertising. The digital revolution, starting with 
cable and expanding to the Internet, unbundled content. People seeking national news could read nationally 
targeted newspapers online, postings about products or jobs migrated to free sites on the web, and news about 
entertainment and sports became ubiquitous and current on mobile devices. The ongoing migration of clas-
sified and display advertising to low-cost or free Internet ads severely restricted the ability of local newspapers 
to cover their communities because of shrinking revenues. This reduced coverage affected all aspects of com-
munity life. Specifically, the FCC report detailed what this reduction in community reporting resources has 
meant to democratic government—fewer journalists at the state house, less coverage of local public affairs, and 
insufficient resources dedicated to labor intensive, civically-valuable reporting.
According to the FCC report: “Journalistic institutions do not need saving so much as they need creating. The 
2007 Newspaper Association of America count of daily newspapers in the United States was 1,422. At the same 
time, there are 3,248 counties, encompassing over 19,000 incorporated places and over 30,000 ‘minor civil 
divisions’ having legal status, such as towns and villages. It follows that hundreds, if not thousands of American 
communities receive only scant journalistic attention on a daily basis, and many have none.”
Social science research indicates that public affairs coverage by local media outlets educates voters.7 The positive 
effects of news media coverage demonstrated by academic research include increases in voter turnout, more 
informed public opinion, and changes in public policy as a result of investigations conducted by media outlets. 
When local journalists reveal hazardous pollution, unsafe streets, or public health system failures, these issues 
can be a matter of life and death. The decline in resources devoted to local accountability beats at newspapers 
means that there will often be ignorance of many public institutions and affairs at the local level. 
Here, in economic terms, is how one analyst explains why civic news and information is neglected by the mar-
ketplace, despite its positive value:
  “Coverage of public affairs is not highly demanded by voters, even though it can have a large impact on the 
operation of government. At least four problems generate a low expressed demand for news about government 
despite its obvious importance: information in general is a public good; news about government feeds into 
the creation of other public goods, such as holding officials accountable; the low probability of an individual’s 
political action having an impact means that information costs will often outweigh benefits; and the posi-






to become informed. In the language of economics, problems of public goods and positive externalities 
mean that many people won’t seek out news about the city council. This means local media outlets 
cannot monetize many of the effects their coverage has on government, which leads them to under invest 
in public affairs stories.”8
What types of issue coverage involve “positive spillovers,” yet are not well supported by commercial 
systems? Education, environment, health, and local government accountability are cited in popular and 
academic accounts of what is missing. 
Public affairs coverage is especially challenged. The types of stories that involve high costs include: 
 : Investigative pieces that require lengthy documents and records searches.
 : Stories where government officials actively resist the disclosure of records and information.
 :  Stories that involve knowledge best gained through beat reporting, since understanding some 
policy areas involves spending time observing a set of institutions and issues.
 : The creation of new software applications that make government data more accessible to the public
 :  The time-consuming nature of this work renders it more vulnerable to elimination as newspapers 
contract.
 :  Local accountability journalism is of great civic importance and value, but does not generate 
significant consumer demand to fuel healthy media business models.
The importance of such accessible media is not a new concept. During debates in 1787 over postal subsi-
dies for newspapers, Benjamin Rush noted that newspapers are “not only the vehicles of knowledge and 
intelligence, but the sentinels of the liberties of our country.”9 
Arguing in favor of the postal subsidy, Thomas Jefferson said:
“The way to prevent these irregular interpositions of the people is to give them full information of their 
affairs thro’ the channel of the public papers, and to contrive that those papers should penetrate the whole 
mass of the people. The basis of our governments being the opinion of the people, the very first object 
should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without 
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter. But I 
should mean that every man should receive those papers and be capable of reading them.”10 
Over the last five years, myriad small, online startups began to fill the vacuum in public affairs coverage left 
by commercial media. These operations often have sought to become tax-exempt, nonprofit entities. The 
tax-exempt, nonprofit structure provides many economic benefits. It signals to donors that the reporters 
are more interested in providing essential civic information than generating an audience or income. This 
status attracts donors whose gifts are tax deductible. Excess revenues can be reinvested in content genera-
tion, rather than distributed to shareholders. And, the burden of supporting the public goods of education 
and accountability can be shared with many people. The topics covered by the tax-exempt media are often 
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The precise number of new nonprofit news organizations considered tax-exempt, or seeking that status, is not 
known. The available information suggests they number between sixty and ninety. A database maintained by 
the Columbia Journalism Review includes 84 new nonprofits created since 2006.11 The Investigative Reporting 
Workshop at American University found 75 nonprofit news organizations, but that list includes old and new 
nonprofits, other than public broadcasting.12 The Investigative News Network, a relatively new membership 
organization, has 64 nonprofit members. 
Those who started these organizations often cite a similar concern about the reduced availability of critically 
important information to the public. John Hood, the CEO of the John Locke Foundation, created the Carolina 
Journal as an activity of the tax-exempt foundation because the number of statehouse reporters had plummeted. 
“In North Carolina, several TV stations had reporters (covering the state). None has a bureau now. We were 
responding to changes in the market,” he explained to researchers for the FCC’s Information Needs of Commu-
nities report. “When you get to the state and local level, the collapse of the traditional business models imperils 
the delivery of sufficient public interest journalism—and we do believe that donor-driven journalism can be a 
very important model.”13
Foundations have been providing financial support to these start-ups and to existing news media. J-Lab, an 
organization that studies local digital innovation, found that 180 community, family, and other foundations 
have contributed nearly $128 million to scores of U.S. news and information projects since 2005.14 Some of the 
projects no longer exist. In a national survey, community foundations expressed a desire to increase funding for 
local news and information projects.15 The foundations felt that their work is becoming harder due to a lack of 
coverage of the issues they cared about and the nonprofit community. Despite this support, philanthropy alone 
cannot sustain a vibrant news sector and foundations are encouraging nonprofit news media to seek alternate 
sources of financial support.
Even though nonprofit online news outlets fulfill critical civic education needs, current IRS policy guidelines 
and decisions have resulted in uncertainty about which outlets will gain tax-exempt status. Applying sometimes 
archaic federal tax precedents and guidelines developed for the mass media environment of 40 years ago to 
today’s nonprofit, digital media outlets presents a significant challenge to the IRS as it processes applications for 
tax-exempt status from these organizations. In view of the increasing departure of commercial media from the 
market, each unwarranted denial or rejection of an application from a nonprofit media outlet deprives the com-
munity of the kinds of news and information people need to run their governments and their lives. Both appli-
cants for tax-exempt status and the IRS agents charged with reviewing those applications would benefit from 
clear, published guidelines that reflect the changes that have occurred in media publication and distribution.
Problems with the Current IRS Approach
For several decades, the IRS approach worked well from the government’s perspective, and, for a time, it also 
worked well for nonprofit media. In decades past, many nonprofit media entities were created, and many 
obtained tax-exempt status and thrived, serving important educational functions in many communities. More 
recently, however, the approval of applications for exemption from nonprofit media have stalled. 
Federal tax rules have focused on protecting the Treasury from groups intent on exploiting the tax code for 
commercial gain, an appropriate and necessary goal. But in the media context, the IRS approach for discerning 








the boundary between taxable and tax-exempt entities is not working. This is largely because its framework 
for analyzing whether information dissemination is “educational,” and thus entitled to exemption from tax, 
has not been significantly updated since the 1970s. Not surprisingly, it has been challenging for IRS deci-
sion makers to assess new digital media organizations while applying an outdated framework designed for 
print media.
It is difficult to determine how many nonprofits or potential organizations have been affected by having 
applications for exemption delayed or denied. The IRS does not compile and release reports summarizing 
the categories of applications that are denied or required to be materially modified nor the factors deemed 
significant in that process. The National Taxonomy of Exempt Organizations (NTEE) coding system 
developed by the National Center for Charitable Statistics during the 1980s, and used by the IRS, contains 
a code, A33, covering printing and publishing organizations, including newspapers. However, databases, 
like GuideStar have not developed ways to easily find nonprofits using this code, this could be because 
of consistency or other issues related to the assignment of NTEE codes.16 With support from the Knight 
and Ford Foundations, the Foundation Center and GuideStar are collaborating to conduct comprehensive 
research about the universe of tax-exempt organizations working in media and the foundations supporting 
them. The information from this study will be made available on an interactive web-based portal, utilizing 
data visualization tools.17
Despite these deficiencies, there is significant anecdotal evidence that the IRS has delayed the approval of 
nonprofit media, potentially slowed the development of those already created, and harmed communities 
by leaving them without essential coverage, due to the application of archaic standards.  These are complex 
issues, and we have no doubt the IRS is conscientiously attempting to address them. It is important that 
they develop and apply a clear strategy before they inadvertently create a less vibrant nonprofit media sector.
1.  Tax-Exempt Status Approvals are Being Provided Inconsistently and, 
Given the Crisis in Journalism, are Taking too Long to Approve
There have been numerous reports that, when our communities urgently need tax-exempt media, the pro-
cess for application review and approval has become more inconsistent and appears to have slowed, in some 
cases taking as long as three years.
The San Francisco Public Press, a nonprofit newspaper targeting low income and underrepresented com-
munities, was founded in response to the collapse and hollowing of the commercial newspaper industry. 
It received tax-exempt status in September 2012—more than 32 months after applying in January 2010. 
While the application was pending, the organization could only accept grants through a fiscal sponsor and 
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managers report that many funders gave smaller grants or no grants at all because of the organization’s lack of 
tax-exempt status. According to the Public Press’ executive director, Michael Stoll, the IRS expressed concern 
about the organization making political endorsements. Even though they noted in their original application 
that they would not make any, they had to sign redundant documents affirming that they would not make 
such endorsements.18
The Arlington Mercury, an online newspaper, reports on policies that impact the neighborhoods of Arlington, Vir-
ginia. It has been awaiting a decision by the IRS on its tax-exempt status since August 2011, and was recently told 
to expect a response by February 2013. The Mercury’s publisher, Steve Thurston, indicated that the uncertainty 
regarding the organization’s status effectively prevents them from successfully soliciting funds from foundations.19 
The Chicago News Cooperative was formed in October 2009, to offer coverage of city institutions and public 
affairs. It never received tax-exempt status and went out of business in February 2012.20
When El Paso’s Newspaper Tree failed as a commercial operation, local leaders hoped to resuscitate it as a tax-
exempt nonprofit to cover the city, which shares a border with Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. Newspaper 
Tree was founded in 2003 to provide the El Paso/Juarez community with policy-focused and investigative 
reporting, including coverage of a wide-ranging public corruption investigation in which over 30 people 
have pled guilty. Newspaper Tree applied for recognition of tax-exempt status in April of 2011 and, to date, 
its application has not been approved. While the IRS has not noted any specific issues with Newspaper Tree’s 
application, it did ask for additional information on the paper’s revenue streams. Eric Pearson, CEO of the El 
Paso Community Foundation, believes the organization would succeed if recognized as tax-exempt by the IRS. 
Pearson also noted that not only is El Paso being deprived of an independent, investigative eye, but the entire 
nation is, as well, since the Newspaper Tree could provide valuable information on key US/Mexico border issues, 
including the drug war, immigration, national security, international trade, and culture.   
Another organization currently awaiting IRS approval is the San Diego News Room, founded to fill the void of 
in-depth, substantive content on public policy. The organization’s editor, David King, also cited the declining 
volume and quality of local news as a reason for establishing the paper. The News Room applied for exempt 
status in January 2011, and has received various reasons from the IRS about the delay, from “too little man-
power” to “new rules.”21  King further noted that without tax-exempt status, the organization cannot raise the 
money needed to hire professional journalists to provide meaningful content to the San Diego area.
 In November 2009, The Lens in New Orleans was launched to fill some of that city’s critical reporting gaps. 
This mission has become even more critical given the recent decision of the New Orleans Times Picayune to 
limit its printed edition to three days per week and lay off hundreds of employees.22 The Lens employs dedicated 
reporters who specialize in labor-intensive, investigative and accountability reporting. They uncover corrup-
tion and inappropriate police behavior, resulting in prosecutions and changes in policy. The Lens applied for 
tax-exempt status in October 2010 and was not approved until December 2012.  Its leaders say that the delays 
likely cost them funding. 
These outlets either still seek or sought to disseminate news and information to millions of Americans. Kevin 
Davis, Investigative News Network’s (INN) executive director, and Brant Houston, chair of the INN board, 
have stated publicly that IRS delays are harming nonprofit media outlets, and that some outlets have lost grants 
as a result of not having tax-exempt status.23 
18	 	Stoll,	M.	(2012,	September	13).	Telephone	interview.
19	 	Thurston,	S.	(2012,	September	11).	Telephone	interview.
20	 	Banchero,	S.	and	Belkin,	D.	(2012,	February	17).	Chicago	News	Cooperative	to	halt	operations.	The Wall Street Journal,  
 pp. A5.
21	 	King,	D.(2012,	September	14).	Telephone	interview.




2. The IRS Approach Appears to Undervalue Journalism
Especially frustrating to professional journalists is an IRS position, expressed in several cases, that civically-
important journalism is not educational. Under current federal tax regulations, educational is defined as 
“the instruction of the public on subjects useful to the individual and beneficial to the community.” It 
would obviously be beneficial for taxpayers to know if city officials are stealing public money by paying 
themselves exorbitant salaries. 
Yet after waiting for two years, the INN, a consortium of nonprofit journalism outlets, received tax exemp-
tion from the IRS on the condition—among others—that it remove the word “journalism” from the “pur-
pose” clause in its articles of incorporation. This seems quite odd to journalists. What the INN members 
do is not only journalism, the investigation and reporting to the public on events, issues and trends, but 
journalism of the highest order. While this may be a mere semantic point to journalists, it identifies one of 
the challenges facing media organizations seeking tax-exempt status. Specifically, that the IRS must verify 
that the purposes set forth in an applicant’s articles of incorporation are no broader than those Congress 
specified in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, for example, the advancement of education. 
Good journalism is independent of the tax status of the publisher. As the product of a profession, it can be 
the means to the success of either commercial or tax-exempt media organizations. Nonprofit media outlet 
members of the INN, such as ProPublica, the Center for Public Integrity, and the Center for Investigative 
Reporting—organizations that the IRS has determined do qualify as tax exempt—have been responsible 
for publicizing misuses of hundreds of millions of dollars in public expenditures, exposing everything from 
police misconduct to a lack of earthquake safety in schools, to misdiagnosis of returning war veterans. 
These outlets routinely win awards from the Investigative Reporters and Editors and other top honors.  
Yet the editor of the Johnston Insider, an online news site in Rhode Island, reported that the IRS recently 
wrote: “While most of your articles may be of interest to individuals residing in your community, they are 
not educational.”24 The San Francisco Public Press was told by an IRS representative that a nonprofit pro-
ducing journalism would be more easily approved if it had grown out of a university or a community edu-
cation center. In other words, journalism itself is not by itself sufficiently educational but could be tolerated 
if associated with an organization that was.25  Journalists object to such notions because good journalism 
is profoundly important public education. For a century, America’s newspapers have been recognized as 
being the “schoolhouse of the masses.” When territories applied for statehood, they noted the number and 
type of newspapers that existed, as these were seen as essential to civilized society. The press is specifically 
protected in the First Amendment because the Founders deemed the presence of an independent voice 
as crucial for self-governance. Journalism has enormous public benefits. Americans rely upon tax-exempt 
nonprofit media ranging from Mother Jones to Consumer Reports, from National Geographic to the PBS 
NewsHour. All provide journalism of tremendous educational value. As the federal tax rules are currently 
being interpreted, however, educational news and information qualifies for tax-exempt status, but regular 
“journalism,” standing alone and without context, does not. 
The IRS has, at least implicitly, agreed with this notion in the past. Prior to the recent stagnation, more 
than 500 nonprofits with the word “journalism” in their names, as distinct from the language in the corpo-
rate purpose clauses of the same organizations, had been recognized by the IRS as tax-exempt under section 
501(c)(3).26 
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3.  The IRS Approach Appears to Inhibit the Long-Term Sustainability of 
Tax-Exempt Media Organizations
Particularly troubling is the standard followed by the IRS since the 1970s requiring that “the manner in which 
the distribution (of nonprofit media) is accomplished must be distinguishable from ordinary commercial pub-
lishing practices.” On the Internet, media distribution—newspaper, magazine, television, radio, charitable, and 
private—is identical. 
As a result, IRS agents have focused on what tax-exempt, nonprofit media calls “earned revenue,” income 
sources beyond philanthropy, such as advertising, as an indicator of ordinary commercial publishing. We agree 
that nonprofits should not accumulate “large profits . . . [and] profits from sales activities which are greatly in 
excess of the amounts expended for educational [purposes].”27 But that is not what the IRS agents appear to be 
concerned about in recent cases. In these cases, all advertising revenue appears to be questioned, and in at least 
one instance, an applicant was told directly to fund an organization through foundation grants. 
Funders who want to help nonprofit news entities sustain long-term operations are concerned about the imposi-
tion of such requirements in free-standing, tax-exempt media organizations. Indeed, this philanthropy-only 
approach contrasts with the successful funding models used by America’s oldest and most successful tax-
exempt, nonprofit media. These models have relied on earned revenue, including advertising revenue, and have 
long been approved by the IRS. Moreover, an enduring view in the philanthropic world is that institutions that 
have diverse sources of revenue tend to be more vibrant and sustainable.28
For example, while it does not carry advertising in its publications, Consumer Reports relies on its subscribers for 
support. Public broadcasting counts on “viewers like you,” and, increasingly, on sponsorship income, a category 
of promotional communications that Congress specifically excluded from the definition of advertising. Mother 
Jones earns half of its budget each year from “earned revenue,” including advertising and product sales. Reports 
by the Knight Foundation and others, on tax-exempt media sustainability, emphasize a diversified revenue 
stream. The tax-exempt media too heavily dependent on foundations are the first to go out of business.29 
Further, foundations increasingly require their nonprofit grantees to have “earned revenue” strategies, in the 
hope that these organizations will eventually be able to operate independently. Thus, nonprofits find them-
selves in a Catch 22. Philanthropists say they will only fund groups that avoid dependence on philanthropy, 
while the IRS appears to be saying that the same groups can have tax-exempt status only if they do depend 
on philanthropy.
A straightforward reading of the IRS rules indicates that the tax-exempt media must avoid using earned 
revenue to make a profit for distribution to private persons. We have no problem with this. Nonprofit entities 
should use revenue to sustain operations and, if excess revenue is produced, it should be reinvested into 
advancing the public service mission. But in some evaluations of nonprofit media organizations, the IRS 
goes further by questioning certain types of revenue generation, even when the revenue in question is only 
used to keep the nonprofit solvent. For instance, the IRS has discouraged revenue generation by offering 
subscriptions or services for a fee, unless the fee is set at an amount that is “substantially below cost,” rather 
than simply evaluating whether the activity generating the revenue is related or unrelated to the organiza-
tion’s exempt purposes, and imposing tax on any unrelated revenues. Such practices make tax-exempt media 
organizations dependent on significant funding from foundations. Many successful organizations have found 
that model to be a death sentence. 
In a paper for the working group, Marcus Owens, a member in Caplin & Drysdale’s Washington, D.C. 





that in 1977, in Revenue Ruling 77-4,30 “the Service denied exemption to a nonprofit corporation whose 
sole activity was the publication and distribution of a weekly newspaper that presented local, national, 
and world news…. The Service emphasized that the newspaper’s paid staff had ‘no special skills and abili-
ties other than those that are generally found on the staff of any other newspaper’—suggesting that the 
method of publication was commercial, rather than educational.”  In its denial of tax-exempt status to the 
newspaper, the Service also noted that “[t]his organization’s only activities are preparing and publishing a 
newspaper, soliciting advertising, and selling subscriptions to that newspaper in a manner indistinguishable 
from ordinary commercial publishing practices” and, thus, did not qualify for exemption under section 
501(c)(3).
In other previous guidance, the IRS has said that an entity is deemed overly commercial if it is:
 : “Engaging in the publication and distribution of literature as its sole activity”
 : “ Making its literature available to the general public . . . by ‘regular’ paid subscriptions at 
‘regular’ subscription rates”
 :  “ Actively soliciting the purchase of its materials through such means as commercial mailing lists 
and radio and newspaper advertising” 
 : “Pricing its materials competitively with other commercial publications”
 :  “ Publishing its materials almost exclusively for sale with only a de minimis amount of material 
donated to charity”31
In today’s era of media convergence, it’s important to note that these operational similarities could rule out 
a tax-exempt media organization determination even if that organization was otherwise fundamentally 
different in its mission or financial structure from a commercial enterprise. Consider this illustration from a 
different industry. Both tax-exempt and proprietary hospitals provide healthcare to the public in a manner 
that is essentially indistinguishable. Are they the same? They are both hospitals. Both will charge for 
medical services, so yes, they are methodologically the same. Yet they could not be more different because 
of their respective organizational structures. One is fundamentally focused on the healthcare of the com-
munity, the other on maximizing profits for the owners of the enterprise. 
Furthermore, government policy has, in the past, recognized that tax-exempt organizations fulfill impor-
tant, unmet community needs, even if the techniques of operation are similar to those of the commercial 
sector. In setting up the public broadcasting system, Congress did not require that children’s programming 
avoid using skilled production personnel just because commercial TV did. Instead, they focused on the 
provision of educational programming not being provided by the commercial sector. A commerciality 
standard also is inconsistent with the reality that there has never been a time when all of America’s govern-
mental entities were covered by the existing commercial news system.32  
If the goal is to educate citizens on the activities of its government, the commercial news system simply 
does not solely provide sufficient news and information, and it never has. Since digital transformation is 
accelerating traditional media’s contraction, the IRS should not hold to an obsolete 1977 standard. This 
standard predates the digital revolution, and the dawn of the Internet, and was written in the early age of 
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At times, the IRS’ approach conflicts with the spirit of the nonprofit law, which was designed to encourage 
the reporting of civically important educational content for public mission rather than private gain.
4.  Confusion May be Inhibiting Nonprofit Entrepreneurs Trying to 
Address the Information Needs of Communities
The IRS focus on similarity in business practices has led to confusion even among those with tax-exempt 
status. The operator of the Oshkosh Community News Network, University of Wisconsin professor, Miles 
Maguire, shut the organization down after running it for five years, in part because of tax law uncertainty. 
Maguire told researchers at the Federal Communications Commission that he feared that increasing rev-
enue would cause the IRS to revoke the organization’s nonprofit status. 
5.  The IRS Approach Does Not Sufficiently Recognize the Changing 
Nature of Digital Media
The digital revolution has upended both commercial and nonprofit business models. For instance, in 
theory, tax-exempt print publications could generate sufficient revenue for survival by offering a subscrip-
tion as a benefit of membership. But “pay walls” (online or other digital subscriptions) have been far less 
successful on the Web because consumers can instantly see if the same material is being offered for free. 
This undermines one method through which tax-exempt media has survived in the past. Further, many 
foundations and philanthropists stipulate that their funded content be disseminated to the broadest pos-
sible audience in order to generate the most impact, and maximize the educational benefit to the public.
A criterion for determining tax-exempt status should not be whether or not an entity resembles a com-
mercial operation. In the past, the distribution of a paper for free might have been deemed proof of an 
organization’s public service mission, since few commercial newspapers did that. Now most newspapers 
and broadcasters offer their news and public affairs content over the Web for free. The ability of a printing 
operation to reach innumerable people in the past, might have been a sign of commerciality. That advance 
is now within the reach of anyone with a personal computer. 
Due to the information age, the ways in which nonprofits gather and distribute information increasingly 
resembles the methods used by the for-profit sector, just as tax-exempt hospitals use the same technology to 
cure the sick as proprietary hospitals. 
The working group also became concerned about a problem potentially arising in IRS decision-making if 
adjustments are not made. That problem is that the IRS rules do not grasp the consequences of new modes 
of disseminating information. Mobile applications, social media feeds, and online communities are all 
part of the media ecosystem. Nonprofit media, attempting to educate on matters of interest to the public, 
may do so through labor-intensive accountability reporting, but this can also be accomplished by drawing 
together community members for online discussion, by enlisting citizens to report about their community, 
or by other techniques. These approaches could prove to be just as valuable as traditional forms at meeting 
important educational goals. Therefore, many traditional organizations will adopt them. 
In light of the confusion surrounding the process by which nonprofit media organizations obtain tax-
exempt status, the Knight-Council partnership could not be more opportune. Over the course of the last 
six months, the working group has reviewed and discussed what tax changes or clarifications could better 
enable tax-exempt media to meet the information needs of communities, and issued this report with rec-
ommendations about how to implement such changes.
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Principles for a New IRS Approach
We recognize that tax-exempt media entities are indeed different from commercial entities, and should be 
held to rigorous standards in order to receive the tremendous benefit of being tax exempt. With that in 
mind, we suggest:
Because “convergence” of previously different media practices is the norm in the digital age, the IRS meth-
odology for analyzing whether a media organization qualifies for exemption should not take into account 
whether operational practices of nonprofits resemble those of for-profits, much as its process for analyzing 
whether a nonprofit hospital qualifies for exemption ignores operational similarities to for-profit hospitals. 
Society has a shared interest in allowing tax-exempt media to have earned revenue sources, so they can 
survive and become self-sufficient and to collect and distribute information in the same ways proprietary 
media do. This will enable them to efficiently disseminate news and information, especially accountability 
journalism, in the public interest.
Instead of focusing on meaningless operational distinctions, the IRS should evaluate whether the media 
organization is engaged primarily in educational activities that provide a community benefit, as opposed to 
advancing private interests, and whether it is organized and managed as a nonprofit, tax-exempt organiza-
tion. The “private interests” concept is fundamental to exempt organizations’ tax law. Indeed, the federal 
tax regulations provide that an organization must “serve a public rather than a private interest” to qualify 
as a tax-exempt charity. The notion that an organization can serve a public interest by satisfying a “com-
munity benefit” standard is also familiar to the IRS. These criteria make sense as guiding principles for 
tax-exempt nonprofit media as well.
Factors indicating an organization is pursuing educational rather than private purposes might include: 
 :  In determining its editorial strategy, the organization uses as its primary criterion whether its 
content directly or indirectly furthers purposes that are educational as defined by section 501(c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 
 :  The organization provides information on important public issues or the performance of public 
institutions. 
 :  The organization has procedures in place to ensure that editorial decisions or content are not 
determined by private interests. 
 :  Exhortations to purchase unrelated or third-party goods or services do not constitute most of the 
organization’s content or communications. 
 :  The organization has a governing board that is independent of private interests and generally 
representative of the community it serves. This standard has been used by the IRS for many years. 
We are not suggesting any changes in approach to how they make that determination. 
 :  No part of the earnings of a tax-exempt, nonprofit media entity should inure to the benefit of any 
private shareholder or individual. 
 : The organization must not officially endorse or oppose any candidate for public office.
 :  In addition, the working group believes the IRS currently is considering factors that, while 
appropriate originally, are now obsolete when determining whether an entity is qualified for tax-
exempt status. Following are factors that should not be part of an IRS determination.
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 :  The overall manner or medium, by which the editorial content is gathered, collected, displayed, 
or disseminated.
 :  Whether or not a fee or other payment is required. Any fee to access the editorial content 
should be reasonable and not set at a level intended to restrict public access. A tax-exempt 
media organization should be free to experiment with earned revenue models, as long as it 
simultaneously adheres to its broad educational purpose. While advertising revenue generated 
by a nonprofit might be taxable as unrelated business income, it should not be cause to deny the 
organization tax-exempt status. Similarly, a subscription to a nonprofit media entity is not tax 
deductible—but the use of a subscription model by a tax-exempt organization should not be 
considered evidence that that an entity is overly commercial. 
 :  Whether or not an organization is supported by grants. Tax-exempt organizations should be 
able to develop a diverse set of revenue sources. They should not be compelled to exhaust all 
traditional philanthropic income sources before generating earned revenue.
The content published by the organization may or may not be similar to the content published by a tax-
able, news organization. If a tax-exempt nonprofit produces an article comparable to one found on a for-
profit venue, it should not result in a penalty for the nonprofit.
The working group wholeheartedly agreed that nonprofit media organizations do have significant obligations.
To earn tax-exempt status, a nonprofit media organization should be “educational.” This means it pub-
lishes general news, or other information beneficial to the community, allowing individuals to make 
informed decisions about the issues that affect their lives. We accept the current regulatory guidance that 
the term “educational” relates to the instruction or training of the individual for the purpose of improving 
or developing his capabilities; or the instruction of the public on subjects useful to the individual and 
beneficial to the community. Nonprofit journalism conducted in a free-standing, tax-exempt organization 
fits the second definition above. 
Under the current definition, an organization may be educational even though it advocates a particular 
position or viewpoint, as long as it presents a sufficiently full and fair exposition of the pertinent facts as 
to permit an individual or the public to form an independent opinion or conclusion. An organization 
also may qualify as educational if it provides an open forum for the audience to discuss issues of public 
importance. An organization is not educational if its primary function is the presentation of unsupported 
opinion, or the marketing of unrelated products or services on behalf of a third party, even if the mar-
keting effort also conveys an educational message.33 
The principles we have suggested would change the way the IRS views the differences between for-profit 
and nonprofit media entities. We believe this shift is both sensible and reflects the reality of how the new 
media world operates. But there remain important distinctions between nonprofit and for-profit entities, 
and we embrace the idea that to be worthy of nonprofit status, and the special benefits entailed, nonprofit 
news organizations need to accept important limitations and restrictions that for-profit entities do not. Key 
differences between the two include their financial structure, their organization and their governance. 
For example: 
 :  For-profit organizations can attract investors by offering them a share of the company’s profits or 
making them owners (e.g., shareholders). Nonprofits are barred from doing so and are also barred 
from sharing their profits with organization managers, members of their boards of directors, and 
other insiders. Only the community can be allowed to gain from the nonprofit’s success. 
33	 		The	latter	principle	was	articulated	by	the	Supreme	Court	in	its	1975	decision,	United States v. American College of  
Physicians.
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 :  A for-profit can engage in unlimited lobbying for legislation it prefers, at the local, state, or 
national level, sometimes on policies directly benefiting the finances of the company. A nonprofit’s 
ability to lobby, by contrast, is appropriately limited. 
 :  A for-profit can endorse candidates. A nonprofit may not—and if it does it risks loss of its tax-
exempt status and excise taxes against the company and its managers. 
On a general level, a nonprofit cannot base its decisions on benefiting a private interest, but rather must 
primarily be geared toward advancing an educational mission. For-profit entities, of course, can also choose 
to advance educational purposes, but they are also fully free to make decisions for commercial reasons—
entirely, mostly, or partly, at their discretion.  
In short, while for-profits can provide public educational benefits, a nonprofit must provide public educa-
tional benefits, and be solely organized for the achievement of that mission.
***
We believe that the approach embodied in these principles would further the broad and essential goals 
of sensible past tax policy, safeguarding taxpayer money, and insuring that nonprofit groups embody a 
genuine public service mission. 
Modernizing the procedures to better fit the nature of today’s world would remove obstacles to tax-exempt 
entities’ innovation, making it more likely that tax-exempt, nonprofit media can play a profoundly impor-
tant role in helping to ensure that citizens get critical civic information.
Additional Recommendations
The working group additionally recommends that:
 :  Appropriate stakeholders in the philanthropic sector and the tax-exempt, nonprofit media sector 
engage Treasury and the IRS in a discussion about modernizing the rules according to these 
principles. 
 :  As an interim, immediate step, concerned foundations should consider funding the creation of 
more accessible guides to the use of current rules. Existing guides are text-heavy, unclear, and not 
as accessible as digital technologies allow. 
 :  As a further interim step, we encourage foundations to continue to support and increase their 
investment in nonprofit media. In doing so, we request that foundations consider and embrace the 
principles enunciated in this report. 
 : Further work needs to be undertaken in at least three areas. 
It is difficult for for-profit newspapers or traditional media companies to convert to tax-exempt orga-
nizations without donating the business to a university or other educational institution. Converting a 
for-profit organization to a tax-exempt organization can create significant tax liability for the for-profit/
converting entity because the conversion is treated as a “deemed sale” under section 337(d) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. Changing this would require legislation pertaining to both tax, and possibly, 
bankruptcy law. Although beyond the purview of this group, we do believe that the conversion process 
should be made easier. 
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Some have argued that low-profit, limited liability companies (“L3Cs”) could provide an alternative 
structure to help encourage double-bottom line innovation in the media space. We would like to see more 
evidence and analysis of this intriguing subject. 
We wholeheartedly believe in restricting tax-exempt, media organizations from lobbying, and prohib-
iting them from endorsing candidates for public office. However, the Internet has raised new scenarios 
regarding institutional attribution that must be addressed. If a private citizen endorses a candidate on 
a message board hosted by a media organization, should the media organization be held accountable?  
We believe it should not be. If a website hosts op-eds from a variety of viewpoints, should that count as 
endorsement? We do not believe so. In other areas of law, for example, campaign finance law, sites are 
generally not held legally responsible for such comments. The IRS and other policymakers should re-
assess this area in a way that upholds the restriction on organizations advocating on behalf of candidates 
or legislation, while also allowing for the paramount function of providing a forum for community 
discussion of politics and public affairs.
* * * 
Nonprofit media plays a crucial role in helping communities get the information they need. These 
organizations will need to play an even greater role in the future. It is therefore essential that tax policy 
not inadvertently place unnecessary or inappropriate obstacles in their path to tax-exempt status. The 
working group believes that the steps recommended within this document would help preserve the 
essential principles of taxpayer protection that have guided the IRS in the past, and maintain significant 
distinctions in the treatment of nonprofit vs. for-profit entities, while modernizing the approach to 
accommodate new technologies, and community needs.
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Overview Of the federal tax rules affecting the fOrmatiOn, OperatiOn, funding, and structure 







































34	 		By	one	estimate,	publicly-traded	newspapers	had	an	average	profit	margin	of	26.6%	in	2000.	See Merrill Lynch,  
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Restrictions on Section 501(c)(3) Organizations
Even	if	an	entity	is	organized	for	exempt	purposes,	and	operates	in	furtherance	of	exempt	purposes,	it	
will	not	qualify	for	exemption	under	section	501(c)(3)	if	it	engages	violates	any	of	these	restrictions:	



































43	 	Id.; see also	Goldsboro	Art	League,	Inc.	v.	Commissioner,	75	T.C.	337	(1980).













































46	  See id. 
47	  Private	foundations,	by	contrast,	are	prohibited	from	engaging	in,	or	funding,	any	lobbying.
48	  I.R.C.	§	501(c)(3);	Treas.	Reg.	§	1.501(c)(3)-1(b)(3)(ii).




51	   Haswell v. Comm’r,	500	F.2d	1133	(Ct.	Cl.	1974)	(citing	Christian Echoes Nat. Ministry, Inc. v. United States,	470	F.2d	849	
(10th	Cir.	1972)).	
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Background: What is Educational?
The	term	“educational”	is	defined	in	the	federal	tax	regulations	as	including	“the	instruction	of	the	
public	on	subjects	useful	to	the	individual	and	beneficial	to	the	community.”58	






52	   Church in Boston v. Comm’r,	71	T.C.	102,	108	(1978);	see also The Nationalist Movement, a Mississippi Nonprofit 









57	   Best Lock Corp,	31	T.C.	1217	(1959)	(ruling	that	disbursements	of	approximately	15%	of	an	organization’s	total	
expenditures	for	personal	purposes	were,	in	this	sense,	substantial).	Other	cases	in	which	percentage	thresholds	were	
cited	in	holdings	regarding	substantiality	include	Baltimore Reg’l Joint Bd. Health & Welfare Fund	v. Comm’r,	69	T.C.	
554	(1978)	(holding	that	the	expenditure	of	24%	of	an	organization’s	total	expenditures	for	improper	[nonexempt]	
purposes	was	substantial);	Church in Boston v. Comm’r,	71	T.C.	661	(1978)	(revoking	an	organization’s	exempt	status	
because	the	percentage	of	grants	paid	out	for	nonexempt	purposes	when	compared	to	total	contributions	and	gifts	to	
the	organization	was	34.5,	24.6	and	14.5	in	three	consecutive	years);	and	Policeman’s Benevolent Ass’n of Westchester 
County, Inc. v. Comm’r,	T.C.M.	1981-679	(ruling	that	12%	and	22%of	total	expenditures	in	1977	and	1978	respectively	for	
nonexempt	purposes	was	a	substantial	part	of	organization’s	activities).
58	  Treas.	Reg.	§	1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(3).




Community Information Projects. The	IRS	also	has	long	recognized	that	educational	activity	can	
involve	community	information	projects	or	the	provision	of	personal	services	that	benefit	the	
general	public.60	



























Big Mama Rag.	In	Big Mama Rag, Inc. v. Commissioner,	the	United	States	Court	of	Appeals	for	the	
District	of	Columbia	Circuit	ruled	that	the	definition	of	“educational”	in	the	section	501(c)(3)	Regula-
tions—in	particular,	its	“full-and-fair-exposition”	requirement—was	so	vague	as	to	violate	the	First	
60	   E.g.,	Rev.	Rul.	66-255,	1966-2	C.B.	219	(nonprofit	organization	which	through	meetings,	films,	forums,	and	publications	
educates	the	public	in	a	particular	method	of	painless	childbirth	is	entitled	to	exemption).	
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Amendment,	and	thus	void,	because	failed	to	explain	“which	applicant	organizations	are	subject	to	
the	standard”	and	also failed to articulate the standard’s “substantive requirements.” 68
National Alliance. The	IRS	did	not	acquiesce	in	the	appellate	court	decision	in	Big Mama Rag. 














“Educational Methodology” Revenue Procedure. After	these	two	cases,	the	IRS,	in	Revenue	Pro-
cedure	86-43	(discussed	below),	adopted	the	four-part	methodology	test	of	National Alliance	as	its	
criteria	for	determining	whether	activities	are	educational	within	the	meaning	of	Section	501(c)(3).	














































































































































Authorities Analyzing Whether Periodicals Qualify For Exemption
The	IRS	has	ruled	on	numerous	occasions	that	publishing	and	distributing	a	periodical	qualified	as	
an	exempt	activity.	
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Manner of publication was noncommercial. Observing	that	“the	solicitation	of	commercial	adver-
tising”	would	not	“prevent	its	being	recognized	as	a	section	501(c)(3)	organization,”	the	Service	
concluded	that	the	publication was not distributed in direct competition with commercial publications 
and, thus, was distinguishable from a commercial publication. 









Method of publication was commercial.	The	Service	emphasized	that	the	newspaper’s	paid	staff	
had	“no	special	skills	and	abilities	other	than	those	that	are	generally	found	on	the	staff	of	any	other	
newspaper”—suggesting	that	the	method	of	publication	was	commercial,	rather	than	educational.	
















Advantages of a Section 501(c)(4) Organization
Section	501(c)(4)	organizations	offer	a	few	significant	advantages	over	section	501(c)(3)	organi-
zations:
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State Tax Implications. Depending	on	the	jurisdiction,	a	section	501(c)(4)	organization	may	not	be	
granted	exemption	from	state	tax	obligations,	including	state	income	tax	and	property	tax.











93	  See generally	I.R.C.	§§	511–513.	
94	  Treas.	Reg.	§	1.513-1(a).	
95	  Treas.	Reg.	§1.513-1(b).	
96	  See, e.g.,	United	States	v.	Am.	Bar	Endowment,	477	U.S.	105,	110–12	(1986).	
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The activity must be “regularly carried on.” 97	Generally,	trade	or	business	activities	are	deemed	to	
be	“regularly	carried	on”	if	they	manifest	a	frequency	and	continuity,	and	are	pursued	in	a	manner	
similar	to	comparable	commercial	activities	of	nonexempt	organizations.98	








































103	  See I.R.C.	§	512(b).
104		Treas.	Reg.	§	1.513-1(b).
105	 United States v. Am. Coll. of Physicians,	475	U.S.	834	(1986).
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115	  Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(e)(1).
116	 		Rev.	Rul.	64-182,	1964-1	C.B.	186;	see	also	Gen.	Couns.	Mem.	38742	(reaffirming	and	elaborating	on	the	“commensurate	
in	scope”	standard).


















Other Issues That May Affect the Funding of a Tax-Exempt Newspaper
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benefits	in	corporate	decision	making	and	issue	an	annual	“benefit	report”	on	their	social	and	envi-
ronmental	performances	using	established	third-party	standards.	





































Qualifying Special Purpose. The	FPC	has	one	or	more	social	and/or	environmental	purpose(s)	
agreed	upon	between	management	and	shareholders,	and	included	in	the	charter.	The	FPC	is	not	
permitted	to	change	its	purpose	without	a	two-thirds	vote	of	each	class	of	voting	shares.
137	 	See I.R.C. § 4944(c).
44
Protection from Liability. The	FPC	provides	protection	from	liability	for	directors	and	management	
who	make	decisions	on	the	basis	of	the	agreed	special	purpose(s).	
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Gifts from substantial contributors Yes, subject to 2% limit No
Grants from “disqualified persons” Yes, subject to 2% limit No
Grants from private foundations
Yes, subject to 2% limit
Yes, no % limit (unless the foundation 
is a substantial contributor)
Grants from government sources Yes,	no	%	limit Yes,	no	%	limit




Grants from section 509(a)(2) orgs. Yes, no % limit No. 
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applicable	requirements	of	the	Lobbying	Disclosure	Act,	2	U.S.C.	§	1601, et. seq. (the	“LDA”).































156	 		To	 be	 precise,	 the	 base	 against	 which	 a	 charity	 must	 compute	 its	 expenditure	 ceilings	 is	 its	 “exempt	 purposes	
expenditures.”	This	is	a	highly	technical	term,	which	is	defined	in	Appendix	2	of	this	memo.
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Communications with Executive branch officials.	Most	communications	with	executive	branch	
officials	are	not	lobbying	for	purposes	of	the	tax	rules.	A	communication	with	an	executive	branch	
official	is	direct	lobbying	only	if:	
	 	 	 	the	communication	refers	to	and	takes	a	position	on	specific	legislation	(executive	branch	
enforcement	or	interpretive	action	are	not	covered);	and	its	principal	purpose	is	to	influence	
legislation.
    Referenda or ballot initiatives.	Communications	with	the	general	public	that	both	refer	to	
and	take	a	position	on	referenda	or	ballot	initiatives	also	count	as	direct	lobbying.













	: includes	a	“call to action.”	
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Exceptions to the Definition of Lobbying
There	are	four	significant	exceptions	to	the	definition	of	lobbying:
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Appendix 1
LOBBYING EXPENDITURE CEILINGS
for 501(h) electing charities
 Exempt Purpose Total Allowable  Amount of Total 
 Allowable  
 
 Expenditures  Lobbying Expenditures  for Grassroots 
 Lobbying   
 Up	to	$500,000	 20%	(i.e.,	up	to	$100,000)	 5%	(i.e.,	up	to	$25,000)
	 $500,000	to	 	 $100,000	+	15%		 	 $25,000	+	3.75%	
	 $1,000,000	 	 of	excess	over		 	 	 of	excess	over	
	 	 	 	 	 $500,000	 	 	 $500,000
	 $1,000,000	to	 $175,000	+	10%		 	 $43,750	+	2.5%	
	 $1,500,000	 	 of	excess	over		 	 	 of	excess	over
	 	 	 	 	 $1,000,000	 	 	 $1,000,000
	 $1,500,000	to	 $225,000	+	5%			 	 $56,250	+	1.25%	
	 $17,000,000	 	 of	excess	over	 	 	 of	excess	over
	 	 	 	 	 $1,500,000	 	 	 $1,500,000















































































































Shelton Roulhac, Project Director 
Roulhac	is	senior	policy	analyst	at	the	Council	on	Foundations.	He	is	responsible	for	compiling	and	
commissioning	research	to	advance	the	Council’s	legislative	agenda,	and	for	reviewing	and	ana-
lyzing	legislation,	regulations,	and	studies	to	determine	the	impact	on	the	philanthropic	sector.	Prior	
to	joining	the	Council,	Roulhac	served	as	a	legislative	aide	to	Rep.	Sheila	Jackson-Lee	(D-Texas)	and	
as	a	policy	analyst	at	the	Mortgage	Bankers	Association.	
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Appendix C
Nonprofit	Media	Working	Group	Meetings
March 1, 2012	-	Teleconference
April 5, 2012	-	Teleconference
April 30, 2012	-		Council	on	Foundations	Annual	Conference,	Los	Angeles,	California		
(Panel	discussion	and	reception)
May 1, 2012	-	Council	on	Foundations	Annual	Conference,	Los	Angeles,	California
June 5, 2012	-	Teleconference
July 12, 2012	-	Council	on	Foundations,	Arlington,	Virginia
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